Technical factsheet 147
The contract of employment

Every relationship between an employer and an employee is governed by a contract of employment, which is an
agreement governing their mutual obligations. In most cases it is not necessary for an employment contract to be in
writing in order to be legally valid other than an apprenticeship contract, where it is required, As soon as an employee
starts work, the contract begins, and even if it is not in writing, the terms that have been offered and accepted will be
implied by the way in which the parties conduct their relationship.
Why should I use a written contract or statement?
Writing down the basis of your agreement is likely to avoid disagreements later on. It is also a good discipline as it
makes the employer think about, and decide, what the terms of the arrangement are going to be. It is therefore highly
recommended.
What are the minimum requirements?
Although a legally valid contract of employment can be made without writing, s1 Employment Rights Act 1996 requires
employers to provide employees with a written statement of the main terms of the employment within two calendar
months of starting work. The mandatory terms that must be covered in this statement are:

















the names of the parties
the date that employment started
if the employee is already employed, and the contract relates to a new position, on what date continuous
employment with the employer started
a job title, and/or brief description of the role
hours of work
scale or rate of remuneration
intervals of payment
hours
overtime
holidays
sick pay
grievance procedure*
disciplinary procedure*
pension*
place of work
notice period.

*these need not be laid out in full in the statement, but can be in a separate document to which the statement refers.
Where the employer gives or has given the employee a contract of employment covering all these matters, it does not
also have to provide a statement. There is no need to provide such a statement for an employee who works for less than
one month. However, where the employer needs one, ACCA has produced a pro-forma ‘Contract of Employment’ and a
‘Statement of terms and conditions’, available at:



Contract of Employment
Statement of terms

In addition to the contract of employment there is an accompanying Appendix A: computer use policy. This can be
added to the contract of employment at your discretion,the computer use policy can be found at:


Computer use policy

What happens if I do not provide a statement or a contract?
There is no freestanding right for an employee to obtain damages if the employer fails to provide either a compliant
contract or a statement, but if the employee takes an employment tribunal case against his employer relating to another
aspect of employment and is successful, and a statement has not been provided, an additional award of between two
and four weeks pay may be made against the employer.
What is the difference between a contract and a statement?
There is a legal difference between a contract and a statement. Where an employee signs an employment contract to
say that s/he agrees with the terms, it is binding on both parties from the date of the contract and it does not matter in
practice whether the employee has read or understood the terms or not. On the other hand, a standard statement is
given to the employee and is the employer’s version of the terms. The employee does not agree to it formally by
signifying his or her agreement, although sometimes s/he will sign it to say that they have received it or read it.
Acceptance of the terms will be implied by the fact that the employee has acted in accordance with the terms of the
statement. It is therefore of evidential value, but not conclusive as to the content of the contract.
Which should I use?
It is better to have a statement than nothing at all, but it is undoubtedly true that a contract is better for the employer
because, as well as the fact that it is binding on the employee, there are many additional terms which the employer can
include in a more comprehensive contract. For further information about this, please see the pro-forma statement
Contract of Employment or Statement of Terms.
What if the parties do not agree about the terms of their contract or statement?
If, for example, there has been a misunderstanding about the parties’ agreement, what happens will depend upon how
long the employee has been working and what the impact of the disagreement is. Any employee who is unhappy with
his written terms and conditions has limited ability to challenge them if s/he has been employed for less than 2 years
continuously. S/he has no right to claim unfair dismissal, and unless they have some argument that they have been the
victim of unlawful discrimination, the option is to live with it or leave.
Once the employee is past that statutory period, they may be able to claim unfair dismissal if they are being asked to do
something which is not required by what they understood to be their contract. In theory this could permit the employee
to leave and claim constructive dismissal; this is not a decision to be taken lightly and it would be rare to advise any
employee to do this. The law has always demanded a degree of flexibility from employees, particularly in small
businesses, and a tribunal would have to be convinced that what was being expected went well beyond what the
employee should have been asked to do, perhaps because they have insufficient training or the demand is altogether
unreasonable. In addition, what has been agreed between the parties will often be a matter of oral evidence and it is
notoriously difficult to rely on such things; they are usually a matter of one word against another.
There is a right under the Employment Rights Act s121 for either party to apply to the tribunal to ask for a
determination on the accuracy of a standard statement of terms and conditions and to ask for the particulars to be
confirmed, amended or substituted with fresh ones. This tends to happen when there are other claims in respect of
other employment matters and the argument is that the particulars are inaccurate. This power covers a situation where
the particulars are incorrect rather than incomplete, and the tribunal will not use the power to interpret the meaning of
a term which the parties disagree on.
As ever, the best option is for both parties to negotiate and try to reach some kind of sensible compromise.
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